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ABSTRACT
Nowadays for student’s it is difficult to concentrate on any types of activities . They don’t give their best for gaining knowledge
because they casually find it so attractive or enjoying. Despite spending over $100 billion on India’s education, the country faces
crisis aplenty. Perhaps, what contributes most to the decline in learning is the shortage of teachers. The literacy rate in the
country is 74.04 per cent, which does no justice to how dire the situation is .Due to so many technological advancements and
media content available on the web it is very easy to get distracted and waste productive time.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The “Student Dashboard” is the all in one website that provide every solution to a student that he require in his learning life.
It consists of Dictionary, Calculator, Relaxer, Speech Reader, Timer/Clock, and many more tools that a student can set on the screen
on their own comfort.
It also helps the student to concentrate on their studies and to make them achieve greatness.
It provide every solution to a student that require in his learning life.
It is a extensive website for students to stay focus and become productive.

2. BACKGROUND
Students tend to get distracted quite easily specially while studying. We ourselves face this and experience this a poll conducted in
USA stated that 86%of the sample size despised studying and admitted to needing a push to start studying and constant check ins
on them to ensure focus because they weren’t getting as distracted. This required being dependent on someone else for keeping
them in check, which cannot always be possible. We created this dashboard as an easier and more independent alternative which
would promote students to develop self control.

3. LITERATURE REVIEW
The main purpose of making this project on “Student Dashboard” is that it will help the students to concentrate on studies and to
make them achieve greatness.
It provide every solution to a student that require in his learning life.
It is a extensive website for students to stay focus and become productive.

4. OVERVIEW
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5. CONCLUSION
This project is to help student to develop their skills and concentration.
The main purpose of making this project on “Student Dashboard” is that it will help the students to concentrate on studies and to
make them achieve greatness.
It provide every solution to a student that require in his learning life.
It is a extensive website for students to stay focus and become productive.
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